Procedures and instrumentation for measuring neutron fluences and doses at the Lawrence Liverroore Laboratory RTNS facility are described, primarily for information to outside users of this facility. The results of an intercomparison of the dosimeters are given, and the accuracy of tne fluence determination is discussed. and this quantity is shown in Table 1 . Attention must be given to any difference between the amount of material between the counter and the source, and the material between the sample and the source. Such insterials include the target backing, the cooling water, the water spreader, and air.
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The quantity "neutrons per count" of Table I is derived from the Monte Carlo calculations after corrections for edge effects ir the Cs! crystal (6 ) and background counts (3 ) . Figure 3 compares the Monte Carlo calculations vi th measurements of the recoil spectrum at 10" with respect to the deuterort beam. The calculated tail at low pulse heights is due to edge effects in the Csl crystal. The 6 correction means that at the bia:
setting rhown. the counts in the tail below bias is 6 of the total counts above bias. The 3 background correction is that measured with the radiator removed, figure 3 shows that the measured background is 9~ if we assume the shape to be identical to that measured with radiator removed. Of tnis 9., 3-is attributed to radiator out background, and 3i to edge effects.
The remaining 3 is probably due to proton recoils from high energy ntjtrons inelastically scattered from the target and detector assembly. The back ground therefore has the uncertainty 3 *1 i. The discriminator of the counting circuit should be set at 50 ' of the pulse height corresponding to the peak in the pulse-height distribution, i.e., to the energy of the incident neutrons. Because there are some pulses of the height corresponding to the discriminjtor setting, the setting of the discriminator affects the countrate and introduces another 2 uncertainty into the efficiency. The overall uncertainty in the efficiency determination due to background, crystal edge effects and discriminator setting is estimated to De *_ 5". Calculated and measured pulse height distribution for hydrogen recoils in the counter shown in Figure 1 . 
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